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General practitioner, Ashford, Kent.

The purpose of the study was to gain experience in the setting-up, organisation and day-
to-day running of an efficient immediate care scheme. Nine schemes out of the 28 known
to the Medical Commission on Accident Prevention at March 1973 were chosen; each
I felt, had something unique to offer.

The following schemes were visited and 1 am most grateful for the kindness and
hospitality shown to me during these visits.

(1) Road accident aftercare scheme in the North Riding of Yorkshire
This was the original general-practitioner scheme and was started in 1967. It now has
34 practitioners in it. After a weekend with Ken Easton I was impressed and filled with
enthusiasm.

(2) Accident flying squad in Bath
This is a single-handed scheme manned full time by Dr Roger Snook who is a senior
casualty officer and accident medical officer to Bath Fire Brigade and Ambulance Service.

(3) Mobile resuscitation unit at Frenchay Hospital
This is a hospital-based scheme and consists of one ambulance man on yearly secondment
and one on monthly secondment to Frenchay Hospital, the duty anaesthetist from the
intensive care unit (who is relieved by a colleague), and a trained nurse, the latter two
being called at the discretion of ambulance control.

(4) Somerset accident voluntary emergency service
This has 22 general practitioners and is a relatively new scheme with an interesting
radio-telecommunications system.
(5) Lincoln integrated voluntary emergency service
Here there are 100 general practitioners in a large scheme covering a complete county.
(6) East Riding voluntary accident and emergency service
This involves 25 general practitioners and is a scheme based on ambulance control for
both call-out and radio frequency.
(7) Rugby doctor's emergency service
This is a general-practitioner based urban scheme organised on a rota basis, with 17
practitioners.
(8) Hythe immediate care scheme
This is a general-practitioner scheme based on a health centre, with 13 practitioners
involved.

(9) Northern Regional Hospital Board of Scotland
This scheme is manned by nine rural practitioners. Equipment and radio telephones
supplied by the Board are expected soon.

(10) Wye accident aftercare scheme
This is on our own two-doctor practice pilot scheme.

*Report of a 1972 UpJohn Travelling Fellowship.
Journal of the Royal College of General Practitioners, 1974, 24, 847.850
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Initial organisation
Most of the general-practitioner schemes have been organised after a meeting of inter¬
ested practitioners, with representatives from the emergency services, hospital adminis¬
trators, accident surgeons, county medical officer and regional medical officer thus
ensuring co-operation in resolving local problems. A committee formed from this meet¬
ing has then started the organisation. Success is dependent on willing and enthusi¬
astic co-operation of all concerned.

Often suspicion of the organiser's motives or even opposition may be met from
several quarters. A good example of this is the natural reluctance shown by some
ambulance services to interference from practitioners, and the fear that the ambulance
men will become drivers and porters if doctors attend accidents. Once schemes have
started, almost without exception, these fears have been allayed and all concerned now
value the close working relationship that has been established.

Call-out and communications
Call-out to incidents can be initiated by the police or ambulance service; this varied from
scheme to scheme. I was surprised that the service initiating call-out did not mind tele¬
phoning round several doctors on occasions before making contact.

In some schemes a group of doctors or a practice would cover a set area and one

would be on call for accidents at any time, while in others an attempt was made to reach
the doctor nearest to the accident. It did not seem imperative that all members of a

practice took part in a scheme but, where they did, continuous cover was more easily
arranged. In the Highland scheme it is interesting that often the general practitioner
is the first person to be contacted by the public, he then alerts the other services.

All the schemes visited used radio-telephones. Some were operating on ambulance
frequency only and the use of the sets was restricted to emergency work; others were

preparing to operate on more than one frequency having one or more transmitters
for general-practice use and being able to switch to the ambulance frequency only
when attending accidents. The potential of radio-telephones is becoming tremendous
with new, more sophisticated equipment.

The Somerset scheme which operates their own transmitter from the ambulance
headquarters will soon have the use of selective-call facility on their mobiles, and in
addition the doctors in the scheme will be issued with selective-call pocket buzzers by
which they can be readily contacted. This gives the doctors very much greater freedom
of movement and peace of mind knowing that they can be found when required.

Many schemes are being opposed from the Department of Health when attempting
to obtain licences from the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunication to operate on the
ambulance frequency for emergencies. Department of Health approval is apparently
required before the Ministry is able to give approval.

In the Rugby urban scheme call-out was on a rota basis and radio-mobiles were

easily transferred from car to car and so passed to the doctor on call.an obvious
saving in cost of equipment. Selection of calls passed on to the doctors varied enor¬

mously. Some schemes were called mainly to road accidents and to only those that
were obviously serious when the initial 999 call was made, or if the first of the emergency
services on the scene requested help. Others attended all accidents and medical
emergencies and were' stood down' if not required.the loaded ambulance never await¬
ing the arrival of the doctor. The latter obviously results in a greater number of calls
but the attendance time may be considerably reduced. All doctors were prepared to
travel in, or follow behind the ambulance to hospital if it was thought necessary.

An important point arises regarding attendances at medical emergencies; the
scheme doctors are only called if patients are taken seriously ill in public, or at home,
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if the patient's own doctors could not be contacted. It was surprising to find in some

areas doctors refusing to allow their patients to be treated by immediate-care-scheme
doctors, as this care was given only after every effort had been made to contact the
patient's own doctor or his partners. Some were even prepared to put this refusal in
writing. This obviously causes a dilemma for all concerned.

The number of calls per doctor per year is seldom more than 40 and for some is
less than ten. The average time taken to deal with each call is a little over 30 minutes
(Snook, 1973).

Equipment
Equipment carried by doctors was fairly standard. Full lists have appeared in several
articles (Snook, 1972; Easton, 1972; Snook, 1973; Aston, 1969).

Ambulance equipment was more variable. The North Riding ambulances carry
a full set of doctors' equipment, and needless to say the mobile resuscitation unit carries
all equipment and drugs that might reasonably be requested at any medical or traumatic
emergency.

' Entonox ' is now carried by most emergency ambulances. The fire service
vehicles not only varied in the equipment carried, but also in the type of vehicle that was
used for attendance at accidents. Nearly all carried equipment for cutting, grinding,
heavy lifting and spreading, as well as flashing beacons, adequate lighting, fire fighting
gear, first-aid boxes, oxygen equipment, spinal boards, cervical collars and occasionally
the doctors' box with resuscitation equipment.

Police patrol cars in the North Riding Scheme area carry resuscitation bags and
airways, spinal boards, cervical collars, large dressings and space rescue blankets in
addition to their standard police equipment.

As the emergency services carry resuscitation equipment in addition to that carried
by the doctors, many casualties can be treated and in addition equipment is available,
should a passing doctor offer assistance at the scene of an accident.

Training
Many general practitioners involved in schemes have made arrangements with their
specialist colleagues to receive tuition in improving resuscitation techniques such as
intubation. Several schemes hold discussion groups to share experiences and problems.
Where these are interservice meetings, incidents attended are reviewed and useful lessons
gained through helpful criticism by all concerned.

Staged incidents have aroused much interest and in some schemes these incidents
have been filmed in detail allowing careful appraisal of techniques at later meetings.
These films have also been of value for publicity and fund raising. Accident symposia
and the use of tape-slides from the Medical Recording Service of the Royal College of
General Practitioners have also been of value. General practitioners often play a part
in the first-aid training of police, fire, and ambulance staff.

Insurance
Personal accident insurance for the doctors concerned should be adequate and should
be financed by the scheme. This was usual. Some insurance companies will arrange
for cover from the moment of call-out to an incident till the time of returning to base.
This obviously involves a very much smaller premium.the cost of a £20,000 death or
serious injury cover with allowances for total disablement (£50 for eight weeks) and
equipment insurance up to £200 being a little over £1 a year per head. The Medical
Insurance Agency can arrange this with Lloyd's. Equipment, including radiotelephones,
should be covered against loss or damage at any time. One scheme visited was also covered
against public liability should any doctor attending an accident be accused of aggravating
a non-medical situation. Medical problems are covered by the medical defence unions.
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Involvement in patients' legal and insurance wrangles resulting from accidents is
fortunately rare.

Records and evaluation
The doctor records details of all incidents attended. Some schemes had devised a simple
form of reporting, largely completed by ticking appropriate boxes on standardised forms.
Somerset had managed to persuade one of the pharmaceutical firms to produce their
forms in triplicate-one copy for the hospital, one for the doctor and one for the records
officer. Most schemes have a records officer whose task it is to collect and evaluate the
reports.

Finance
Five of the schemes visited are registered charities and fund raising is organised by a
separate committee or public relations officer. Public support everywhere was enthu-
siastic and money was raised in a variety ofways. These included gifts from organisations
like rotary, lions, and round table, personal donations, deeds of covenant, urban and
rural district council support and support from local industry.

Finance is required for equipment, insurance and administrative costs. The Scottish
scheme is the only general-practitioner scheme financed by a hospital board.

Conclusions
It is apparent that standardisation of schemes in size, organisation, communications
and call-out procedure would be impractical as local demands must be considered.
Hospital-based schemes are better suited to towns, whereas general-practitioner schemes
can be made to function equally well in the town and the country.

Doctors participating in schemes should do so only if they are keen to do the work
and not because they have been persuaded or embarrassed into doing so by their col-
leagues. The existence of an efficient scheme is likely to be of considerable value in the
event of a major disaster .

Participants in a scheme have the advantage of additional equipment for use in
their day-to-day work and many have the facility of efficient radiotelecommunications.
The success of schemes is totally dependant upon the closest co-operation and teamwork
among the services concerned, and upon an efficient call-out and communications
system.
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Addendum
Further details of the schemes listed and the equipment can be obtained from Dr Johnson at Wye
Surgery, Wye, Ashford, Kent.


